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, Punjab (PanjiiD).-ln its strict etymological sense the General
:Punjab, or 'land of the five rivers,' is the country enclosed and ~P7
watered by the ]HELUM.CHENAB,RAvl, BEAS,and SUT4tJ; 011.
but the Province as now constituted includes also the table-hind
of Sirhind between the Sutlej and the Jumna to the south of
the former river, the Sind-Siigar Doib or wedge of country
between the J,belum and the INDUS,and west of the latter
river the two tracts which form Dera. Ghizi KhiR and part of
MiiinwaIi District. The Province lies between 27° 39' and
34° 2' N. and 69° 23' and 79° 2' E., and with its Native States
has an area of 133.741 square miles, being larger by one-tenth
than the British Isles, and comprising a t,enth of the area of the!
Indian Empire. Of the total area, 36.532 square miles belong
tq Native States under the political control of the Punjab
Government, and the rest is British territory. The population
in 1901 was 24,754,737 (of whom 4,424,398 were in the Native
States), or 8'4 per cent. of the whole population of the Indian
Empire.
On the north the Himilayan ranges divide the Punjab from BotmKashmIr and the North-West Frontier Province. On the west daries.
the Indus forms its main boundary with the latter Province,
except that the Punjab includes the strip of riverain which
forms the lsa Khel taksil of Mianwili District, west of that
river. Its south-western extremity also lies west of the Indus
and fo~s the large District of Oera Ghizi Khan, thereby
extending its frontier to the Sulaimlln range, which divides it
from Baluchistlln. On the extreme south-west the Province
adjoins Sind, and the Rli.jputana desert forms its southern
border. On the east, the ]umna and its tributary the Tons
divide it from the United Provinces of Agra and Oudb, it$
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frontier north of the sources of the latter river being contiguous
with Chinese Tibet.
The Province falls into five main physical divisions. Three
of these-the
HimAlayan region, the Himalayan submontane
which stretches from the J umna to the Salt Range, and the
arid plateaux of that "range-are small in area, but the submontane is the most fertile and wealthiest in the Punjab. The
other two are the arid south-western plains, and the western
portion of the Indo-Gangetic Plain west which extends as far
eastward as Lahore. Both these divisions are of vast extent,
but infertile towards the south, where they encroach on the
plains of Sind and Rijputlna.
The Punjab proper comprisf;s five tioabs, or tracts lying
between two rivers. These received their names from the
emperor Akbar, who formed them by combining the first letters
of the names of the rivers between which they lie. They are :
the Brst Jullundur, also called the Siharwll Dalb, lying between
the Beas and the Sutlej; the Bari, between the old bed of the
Bells and the Rlvi; the Recbna (Rachin-ab, or Rachin-ao),
between the Ravi and the Cheni.b; the Chinbatb, between the
Cheniib and the Biba.t (another name for the ]helum), i~lso;
called the Chaj ; and the Sind-Sligar, between the Indus ~and
the Jhelum or Bihat.
The whole Central Punjab is a vast alluvial plain ; but the
north-east of the Province is fonned of a section of the HIMALAY AS,stretching up to and beyond the great central ranges so as
to include the Tibetan cantons of Lahul and Spiti. The SALT
RANGE,with the plateaux which lie to the north between it and
the Indus, forms its north-western angle, and the SULAIMAN
Range fonns the southern half of tbe western frontier of the
Province. These are the only mountain systems of importance; but a few insignificant outliers of the ARAVALLIsystem
traverse Gurgaon District in the extreme south-east, and
terminate in the famous Ridge at Delhi.
All the seven great rivers of the Punjab rise in the HimalayaS.
and after long courses, sometimes of several bundred miles,
amid snow-elad ranges, they debouch on the plains. The slope
of the low country is to the south and south-west, and is very
gradual, seldom exceeding 2 feet in a mile; and this determines the course of the rivers.
In the process of time
each stream has cut for itself a wide valley, which lies well
below the level of the plain, and whose banks mark the
extreme limits of the course on either side. •Within this valley
the river meanders in a narrow but ill-defin~ and ever-shifting

channel. In the winter the stream is comparatively small; but
as the mountain snows melt at the approach of the hot season,
the waters rise and overflow the surrounding country, often
to a distance of several miles on either side. At the close of
the rainy season, the waters recede, leaving wide expanses of
fertile loam or less fertile sand.
Of these seven rivers the Indus is the greatest. Already
a mighty stream when it emerges from the Hazlra hills, it flows
almost due south past Attock. Here it enters a deep gorge,
terminating at Kalabagh, where it pierces the Salt Range.
Thus far it forms the western boundary i but south of KalabAgh
it enters the Province, and divides the Isa Khel .faksil of
Milnwili from the rest of that District. Farther south again
it forms the western boundary until it re-enters Punjab territory
near Bhakkar, and divides Dera Ghizi Khin. from Mia.nwlli
and Muzatrargarh Districts and from the State of Bahiwalpur.
The Jhelum enters the Punjab east of the Salt Range, flowing
south between this and the Pabbi hills, which terminate at
Mong Rastll. Thence the river flows west and then south
until it is joined by the Chenib near Jhang. The Chenib
rises in the HimlUayan canton of LAhul within the Province,
and after traversing the Chamba State and the Jammu province
of Kashmir debouches on the plains east of the Jhelum, into
which it falls about 22 5 miles from the hills. The RAvi, rising
in Chamba, reaches the plain below Dalhousie, and joins the
combined waters of the JhelUI:nand Chenib 50 miles south of
Jhang. The united streams of these three rivers form the
Trimlb.
The Beis, rising on the south of the Rhotang pass
on the opposite side of the Central HimAlaya to the Rl.vi,
traverses the Kultl valley southward, and then bends suddenly.
westward, through the Mandl State and Klngra District, until
it turns the northern flank of the Siwiliks, and enters the plains
within a few miles of the Rivi. Thence its course is more
southerly, and it falls into the Sutlej about 70 miles from its
debouchure. The Sutlej, rising near the source of the Indus
in Tibet, enters the Province near the Shipki Pass, traveItes
Bashahr and other States of the Simla Hills, and pierces the
Siwaliks near Rfipar. Thence it runs almost due west to its
junction with the Beis near Sobraon, where it takes a more
southerly course for 270 miles, and falls into the Trimab
9 miles north of Uch. Below this confluence the waters of the
Jhelum, Chenab and Rbi, Sutlej and Be~s form the Panjnad,
or 'five rivers,' which fall into the Indus at Mithankot. Lastly,
the Jumna, the only one of the great rivers of the Province
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which ultimately drains into the Bay of Bengal, rises in Tehrl
State in the United Provin~es, and from its junction with the
Tons at the eastern extremity of Sirml1r territory forms the
boundary between the Punjab and the United Provinces for
a distance of over :200 miles.
The Province presents great varieties of scenery, from the
snow peaks and glaciers of the Upper Himalayas to the deserts
of shifting sand in the Sind-sagar Doab and Bahiwalpur. The
scenery of the Himalayas has often been described. In the
Salt Range it is picturesque and even grand in places, and in
the interior of the range the slopes are everywhere green with
box and bog-myrtle. The southern face exhibits a very rogged
and broken appearance, but on the north the contours of the
hills are for the most part smooth and undulating. Between
the Salt Range and the Himi.layas the aspect of the country
varies greatly, from the deep, shal)!, and infertile ravines of
Jhelum to the rich uplands of Gl1jar Khan. The Siwaliks and
the Pabbi hills are much tamer than the Salt Range, and the
vegetation which clothes them is coarser and scantier, though
the JaswAn Dun in Hoshiirpur is not lacking in richness and
beauty. But the characteristic scenery of the Punjab lis that
of the plains, and the contrast between their appearance J>efore
and after the crops have been cut is most striking. AB harvest
approaches, the traveller, especially in the irrigated tracts, rides
.through an endless expanse of waving crops of diJl'erent shades
of colour, out of which the villages seem to rise like islets in
an ocean of green. After the harvest all is changed; and the
dull brown of the fields is relieved onIy by the trees, solitary or
in groves and avenues, and by the hamlets and village ponds.
The lowlands through which the great rivers work their way
retain some of their verdure throughout the year, and, 'especially in the east of the Province, are studded with groves and
gardens. But in the plateaux between the rivers, and in the
great sandy plains of the south, where cultivation is impossible
without the aid of artificial irrigation, the scanty vegetation
takes a more soher hue,and the only relief the eye ca.n find
from the stretches of bare soil is· afforded by stunted and
infrequent bushes.
Geologically the Punjab faUs into three natural divisions:
the plains, the Salt Range, and the Himalayas. The plains
consist almost entirely of the Indo-Gangetic alluvium, but
contain beds of sedimentary rocks of Peninsular type. These
1
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comprise a small area of rocks of a transition age, which form
a series of outliers of the Arllvalli rocks at Delhi and to the
.~uuihallu sOUth-el1.Sl. whence [hey iiHe inuwu a:; (he Delhi
system 1. They are compOsed of a lower group of slates and
limestoneli, and an upper and much thicker group of quartzites; the upper beds, known as the Alwar quartzites, '.are
exposed on the Ridge at' Delhi. Two small outliers, also
referred to the Delhi system, are found near the 'chenllb. at
Chiniot and Kit'ina, within 35 miles of the beds of extrapeninsular type found in the Salt Range. From the strong
cont;ra.st they afford in petrological and. dynamic conditions,
they are almost certainly older than the oldest rocks of that
range and in all probability pre-Cambrian.
In the north of the Province the SALT RANGEstretches from Salt
the Jhelum valley on the east to the Indus on the west, and Range.
crops up again beyond that river. Its geological features are
particularly interesting, and the age of the salt which gives its
name to the hills is still uncertain. The lowest beds to which
a definite period can be assigned are shales, yielding trilobites,
obo/us, and kyo/i/!les, and regarded as Lower Cambrian. They
are underlain, with apparent conformity, by purple sandstone,
which may also be Cambrian. From its apparent position i
below this,sandstone the salt marl has been classed as Lower
Cambrian or pre-Cambrian, but it also occurs at various
horizons of higher levels. It has no appearance of stratification,
but is a soft, structureless mass, showing no signs of sedimentary origin. In it are found immense masses of rock-salt,
and bands and strings of gypsum, with disintegrated patches of
riolomite_ Magnesian sandstoneap~rs
to lie conformably
on the, obo/us shales, but has yielded only fragmentary fossils.
It is, 'however, probable that this•.together with the overlying
salt pseudomorph sandstone, belongs to the Cambrian system.
A great break then occurs. representing the Silurian and
Devonian and part of the Carboniferous epochs; and the next
iormation, a houlder-bed, lieb wn;oUfOrUlli.olyon all the older
deposits.
It consists of faceted and striated boulders
embedded in a fine matrix, giving evidence of a glacial origin :
a few fossils are found, including Conu/aria, and the. series is
regarded as Lower Permian, of the same age as the Tiilcher
boulder-bed. The Upper Permian is represented by oli"e and
speckled sandstones and lavender clay, containing Conularia
and other fossils, and the Produ&/us beds which yield Xenaspis
and C.vdo/obus. Over these are founO.tower Triassic beds of
, iiialluai <if il••, Geoi"K>v/ b.dia, v- 69 (' Tbe Delb; Sistelll 'J.
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limestone, sandstone,' and marl, containing ammonites, and
termed ceratite beds. The Middle and Upper Tdas :l.ppea.rto be
wanting, the ceratites being overlain by sandstones, oolites, and
shales, in the upper beds of which have been found ammonites
and belemnites of Upper Jurassic age. They are followed by
pisolitic .sandstones, containing at the Chichali pass a rich
Lower Cretaceous (neocomian) flora, and O'ier~ain unconformably by shales and sandstones with coal seams passing into
Nummulitic limestone, the coal and limestone being of Lower
Tertiary {eocene) age. Above the limestone is another unconformity, followed by a great mass of sandstone, with beds of
red clay similar to the Nahan beds of the Himlil.$.yas; this in
turn is overlain by typical SiVfilik sandsto~es ...
The· Himllayas fall into three broad diviSions: a ndrth'em,
a central, and a· southern.
The northern, known as the
Tibetan zone, extends through Kanliwlir and Spiti into
Lahu~ and affords an almost unbroken sequence of sedimentary deposits ranging from Cambrian to Cretaceous. The
oldest beds are slates and quartzites, for the .most part
unfossiliferous, but containing in the higher beds trilobi~! and
other fossils of Middle and Upper Cambrian age. Th~s~ ar~
overlain, unconformably, by conglomerate, followed by a great
mass of red quartzite, believed to be of Lower Silurian age, and
passing up into limestone and marl with Silurian" fossils
(trilobites, corals, &c.). The limestone gradually gives place
to a white quartzite which is one of the most characteristic
horizons of the Himalayas.
Except in Kanawar and Upper
Spiti the quartzite is usually overla'in by beds of Upper Permian
age, but near Lis in Kaniwlir a great thickness of limestone
and shale is found; the limestone contains a rich fauna of
Lower Carboniferous age and the shales have yielded Upper
Carboniferous brachiopods and bryOzoa. Next m<>rder is a
conglomerate of variable thickness, overlaih by calcareous sandstone and a bed of dark micaceous' shale representing the
Permian.
The uppermost bed, known as the PrtJductus shales,
is found throughout the Himalayas, and contains Upper
Permian brachiopods and ammonites.
The latter are especially
interesting, as they are closely allied to species (Xenaspis carbonaria and Cyclolobus oldham,) from the upper Productus
limestone of the Salt Rang~. Above these shales is a thin
.,haly band with ammonites, known as thl" Otoceras beds,
whiCh passes mto a vast thIckness of hmestone, intercalated by
shale, and representing the whole of the Trias, and the Lower
and probably Middle Jurassic.
Fossils are numerous through-

out, and representativesoi aU subdivisioJU!in the Alpine Tria.>
have been recognized
The limestones are succeeded by the
well-knowp. Spiti shales, famous for their ammonites. They
are. of Upper Jurassic age, and are overlain by.the Giumal
sandstone and Chikkim limestone and shales representing the
Cretaceous system.
A broad zone of metamorphic, crystallin~ and unfossiliferous Central
rocks forms the axis of the Himllayas.
The crystallines are
partly intrusive, and partly the result of contact with the metamorphism of the Cambrian.slates in the.northem z~me.. South
of the metamorphics, however, the unfossilifetous sedimentary
rocks extend from Chamba thIough Kingta and the Simla :Hill
States to GathWll They consistchiefty of limestones, states,
quart?ites, and conglometates of unknown age, and have been
divided into three systems. The Jaunsir system, .regarded as
the oldest, consi!its of gtey sl3.tes overlaint>y blue limestones,
. followed by red slates and quattzites exposed near Chakrllta.
In Jaunsir-Bii.watand the east ofSitml1r the quartzites areovCtlain by a considerable. thickness of trap and volcanic ash.
Above the J aunsii.r system a great development of limestones
forms most of the higher parts of the mountains running north
from Deoban, and is known as the Deoban system. It is also
seen in Sitml1r, and in the Shali peak north of Simla. Above
this follows the eatbonaceous system, covering the greatest part i
of the Lower Himalayas. At the base is a great thickness of
grey slat~ with beds of grit and quartzite, resembling the
Cambrian slates of the Tibetan zone. The slates, which are
known as the infra-Blaini Ot Simla slates, are overlain by
a characteristic series of conglomerates or boulder-slate and
pink dolomitic limestone, which has been recognized in many
parts of the Simla Hill States, while similar beds occur near
Mussoorie on the east and in Chamba to the north-west.
These ate overlain by carbonacoous sbal~ followed by a
quartzite bed of variable thickness, the two being included in
the infra-Krol group, while the overlying Krol beds consist of
limestone with· subordinate bands of carbonaceous shale, the
limestone attaining a great thickness in the Krol mountain
near Solon. The age of the Jaunsar and Deoban systems is
quite unknown; the carbonaceous system has been refened
in part to the Permian and in part (the Krol limestone) to
the Trias, but this classification is not final.
The sub-Himii.layan wne consist:. entirely of Tertiary beds, Sub· Rima
as a rule abutting against the pre-Tertiary rocks of the central1ayan zone.
and lower rone. These are comparatively natIow on the east,
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but gradually widen, till on the north-west they spread o~er the
plains, forming a continuous mantle covering Jhelumand Rlnlpindi Districts. and extending to the northern parts of the Salt
Range. The lowest or Sabathu group consists of grey and red
gypseous shales, with subordinate bands of limestone. It is
overlain conformably by the Dagshai group, composed of a
great thickness of grey sandstones, with bright red· nodular
clays. These are followed by bright red or purple clays, overlain by sandstones which constitute the Kasauli group. The
Sabathu group yields fossils of Nummulitic age, while no
recognizable fossils have been found in the Dagshai, and only
plant remains in the Kasauli group; but it is probable that the
two last represent the oligocene and lower miocene of Europe.
The Upper Tertiary or Siwalik series is separated from all'the
older beds by one of the most marked structural features of
the Himllayu. the main boundary fault, a great dislocation
which can be traced for long distances along the lower parts of
the range. Sandstones and red clay form the lowest group,
being well seen at Nahan. They are succeeded, often unconformably, by many thousand feet of very soft grey sandstone,
with bands of clay. These are overlain by conglomerateS
which constitute the uppermost portion of the Siwllik series.
In the SIWALIKHILLS the thickness of the series is at least
15,000 feet.
The two upper groups contain great quantities of
mammalian remains of pliocene age.
The flora falls naturally into four primary divisions: the
Himalayas, the submontanc belt from the Jumna to the RAvi,
the plain proper, and the Salt Range on both sides of the
Indus with connected country in the north-west of the
Province.
The Himlilayan tract includes the basin of the Sutlej, from
the Tibetan border at Shipki to the hill station of Kasauli in
AmbaIa District; the basins of the Bels and Rllvi, from their
sources to the submontane tracts of Klngra and GurdAspur;
the basins of the Chandfa and Bhiga, which unite to form
the Chenab, from the high watershed that divides their sources
from the Indus valley to the eastern borders of KashmIr and
Jammu; and a promontory bounding the Kashmir valley on
the south, and culminating in the station of Murree about
6,5°0 feet above sea-level.
The Sutlej basin is again divided into two well-marked
portions, of which the outer includes Simla District and
adjoining Hill States, with Kasauli. The trees and shrubs of
this portion, to about 6,000 feet, are mainly subtropical; but

above this is a temperate belt which begins, roughly speaking,
at Simla, and is rich in familiar European forest trees, such as
yew, pines, oak and holly, elm, a horse-<:hestnut, several sorts
,~r"pindlfo-t1""" ~nc bu,:,ktbnm, ~nd,· !lmong hl1mb!~r grcl''th!:.
crowfoots, columbines, anemones, cresses, violets, stitchworts,
cranesbi1ls and St. John's worts, brambles, roses, spiraeas and
wild stra.wberries, woodbines, guelder-rose and ivy, bell-flowers,
gentians, Solomon's seal, meadow-rush, and herb-paris. The
Flora Simle1ls;s of the late Sir ·Henry Collett. (edited by
Mr. W. B. Hemsley) takes in only a part of the Simla Hills,
but it describes 1,236 species of flowering plants, a number
somewhat less than that of the native plants of the British
Islands. The component elements, however, differ materially
from those of any European flora, for, apart from the subtropical contingent, the Outer Himilayas preserve many forms
allied to the plants of Jiorth-eastem Asia (e.g. Hydra,,~a),
as well as Indo-Malayan types. The tkodiir, which fiourishes
near Simla, is related to the cedars of the Lebanon and the
Atlas. East of Simla the rivers drain into the Jumna, and
not towards theSutlej, but as a matter of convenience certain
petty States south-east of Bashahr and the territories of Sirmur
are grouped with the Simla area. In this· tract the Chaur
mountain, rising almost from the plains to .over 12,000 feet,
shows successive zones of vegetation, from the almost tropical
valleys at its southern base to birch forest and subalpine
pastures near its summit
Tbe upper portion of the Sutlej basin within Indian limitsthat is to say, KanJ.wiir·and' the· Spiti valley, with Lllhul and
a mainly
Pangi, both drained-by "theChenAh-constitutes
alpine field of huge eXtent· and great· elevation. The flora
is most closely linked with the vegetation of Western Tibet
and Middle Asia, and includes feW trees and very little (orest.
A pine, which is also found in the mountains of AfghAnistan,
extends to the lower levels of the inner Chenllb basin; but,
except in Pllngi, a small pencil-<:edar, stunted junipers, a few
.,<::attereQ birches, with p01lard wil!ow~ grown frem Saplil'lgs
planted by the watercourses, complete the list of trees for this
portion of the Punjab HimAlayas.
Crossing outwards again to the basins of the Bells and Ravi,
the Kula valley and the higher glens of Chamba present a far
more varied and lUXUriant aspect to the forester or botanist.
The trees are mainly those of the Simla country; but certain
shrubs and herbs reappear that are rare or absent in the Sutlej
valley, owing doubtless to its greater indraught from the heated
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sands of the Punjab and Northern Rajputana. On the other
hand, some West Asian types-for example, the wild olive and
the Orienta! dematis-are
found in the drier parts of Kulu more
abundantly than to the eastward, while a few European forms,
e. g. the great spearwort and the purple loosestrife, find their
eastern limit in the Beas valley. The hill stations of Dalhousie
and DharmsaIa come within this area. Epiphytic orchids,
which are missing from the Simla country except very locally,
reappear near .Dharmsila, 1)ut do not pass west of the spurs
that divide the K4ngra ranges from the basin of the Ravi.
The Murree hills, wbichare
separa~
from the Ravi
country by a long stretch of the Outer Hi~xas
lying within
Jammu territory, differ .considerably owing to.the presence of a
stronger West Asian element in their flora.
The submontane belt is practically restricted to the District$
of Amhala (with its adjoining States), Hoshiarpur, and Kangra.
The sa/ tree, which is not found elsewhere to the west of the
Jumna. survives in a single tiUII (or strath) connected with the
K.angra valley, but actually within .the northern border of
Hoshiarpur District. The KiArda<Diin in Sirm\lr State ~
the Kalesar forest in Ambiila. .shelter a number of species
that are characteristic or abundant .in the Siwalik tract. east
of the J umna, though unknown or .J;lIrefarther westward.
'rhe plain has also its subdiviliions, which are, on the whole,
even better marked than those of th~ Hi~y,as,
an, important.
influence being exercised by the climate of the ,Great Indian
Desert which borders thewbole southetn limit of the Province,
and sends ..out two arms which embrace the actual country
of··the five 1 rivers. That on the east takes in a great part
of the PhOlkiin States, its apex being near the town of
Ludhiina., on an ancient bed of the Sutlej. The western arm
(locally known as the ThaI)' =ends .from the Sind bo.rder up
the Indus. valley to the spllth-west angle gf the Salt Range.
The eastern chain of sandhills and alternating barriers has
of late, h0ureVer. lost much of its desertchamcter
through
canal extensions. From Ludhiana. to the Jumna valley, and
along the Jumna to the neighbourhood of Delhi, the. country
is substantially a portion of the great Gangetic plain, though
some interesting peculiarities present themselves: a crowfoot
(~t known from North-Eastern America) occurs. also a rose
which is elsewhere most abundant in the swamps of Eastern
Bengal, and a kind of scurvy-grass (Coc!uearia), a genus usually
t
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partial to far colder latitudes.
The south-east portions of the
Province, and the upland tract skirting the western valley of
th: J u;nna, prc~cn.t c-:rt4h1 fcatur.:s 0f the DccctiiJ. 'flu:i~.
merging ultimately in the Aravalli system. Trees in the
extreme south-eas.t are few, and mostly of Arabian or North
African affinity. Similar forms, though seldom reaching the
dimensions of a tree, characterize the southern fringe of the
Punjab; but towards the Indus, a West Asian or indeed
European element becoQles prominent, in the case especially
of those field annuals which come up each winter with. the
crops of the season: such as poppy, fumitory, rockets, catcbfly,
spurrey, chickweed, vetches and trefoils, thistles; blue pim.
pernel, bindweed, toadflax and veronicas, broomrape, goosefoots, milkspurges, a$phodel and others.
Between the desert and the Indus the f/oiilJs bounded hy
the gr~t rivers presented formerly a succession of alkaline
wastes. often covered with low bushes of the saltwort tribe, or
u~tilled expanses dotted. with a scrub of thorny bushes of the
Acada family and of 'lIan (Salvati ora, a desert representative
of the olive), with an occasional row of tamarisks near a creek
or waterhole, relieved iathe autumn by a short-lived flush of
climbing. plants, and in gObd seasons by an abundant crop
of grasses, which afforded coarse but invaluable pasture to
the cattle of the nomad population.
Canal elCitension and
systematic state colonization are now. changing all this rapidly,
and the flora is approximating to the general spring and autumn
series of agr~talspeciesof
Northern India, though a strong
West A~
admixture maintains :itself., Beyond the Indus, in
Dera G~:Khln
District, this 'Oriental' 1 element begins
to predominate, 'even as regards shrub!!, and perennials; and
it continues northwards to the Salt Range, and the hills near
Attock, where, several types common to .the Orient and the
Mediterranean, e. g. pinks and lar~spurs. IDa}' be gathered at
less than Z,ooo feet above sea-level.
HimalaYaIl fum.:> 4IC still pre ••.:.knt in the Salt ful11gC,
especially at the higher levels. On the north face of the
culminating summit (Sakesar), at about 4.800 feet above the
sea, there are a few oaks, of a common North~WestHimilayan
species, while herbaceous plants of the same region intermingle
with trans- I ndu!i representatives;
but the slopes abound with
box-trees, olives, and other Western forms. The herbs and
grasses, moreover, although Indian forms abound, include
1
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a decided proportion of more Western types; but, owing to the
dryness of the dimate, these are usually such as characterize
the arid zone that exte!1ds on the west through Mrica to the
Atlantic Islands.
Until the beginning of the nineteenth century both lions
and tigers appear to have been common, and the Nardak of the
Eastern Punjab was a favourite hunting ground of the Mughal
emperors. As late as 1827 Major Archer says that lions were
sometimes seen within 20 miles of Ka.mi.l, while tigers were
exceedingly numerous in its immediate vicinity; and in the
neighbourhood of Sirsa' and in other parts· of the Punjab tigers
were abundant until past the middle of the nineteenth century.
Lions are now entirely extinct and tigers practically so, though
occasionally a straggler from the Ariftlli Hills is found in the
South-East Punjab, or one from the eastern Tarai in NAhan or
Ambl.la. Another animal practically extinct in the Punjab
is the wild elephant, though it is occasionally met with in
Niihan and Ambila. The only common representatives of
the feline tribe are the leopard, the hunting leopard, and wild
cat, with the lynx, along the southern border; the leopard
is chiefty found in the hills. Two kinds of bear, the blaclt
and the brown, are found in the hills; hyenas and wolves are
seen in most Districts, but are liOtcommort; jackals and foxes
on the other band abound. Ibex andIJN;m/ are found' in the
Higher Himalayas, and lower down musk deer, barking-deer,
and wild goats; in the Salt Range the llria/ (OfJis fJigMi) is
not uncommon. In the plains antelope are plentiful, especially
in the east and south of the Province, and nl/gai, I ravine deer'
(clzi"kara), and hog deer (parlla) are common in places. The
wild hog, badger, porcupine, and hare ate found in mOStparts.
The grey ape (la"gUr) lives in the hillS; anditlbDkeys abound,
both in the hills and in the canal-irrigated'- Districts. .The
otter and river porpoise are found in all the rivers.
Peafowl are plentiful, and so is the lesser bustard; the great
bustard is less common. Flocks of sand-grouse (imperial
painted, palla.'l, a,nd pintail) are frf!!qut'J1tlyseen in the dry
tracts. The grey partridge is found everywhere,' and the black
partridge is occasionally met with; in the hills the cllikor
(Caaa/Jis dwkor) and s1s1 (Am1ll()jJI"dix 1Ju"lIam,) partridges are
common, and the snow partridge is found at high elevations.
All the Indian pheasants are found in the Himalayas, including
the argus, 1II()Nal, koklas, cia,., and white-crested pheasant.
Bush-quail and rain-quail are found in the plaiDS; and the
common grey quail comes in hosts at the ripening of the

wheat. In the winter large numbers of waterfowl visit the
rivers and jklls. The most common ducks are the sealing-wax
bill, pintail, mallard, pinkhead, shoveller, teal, and goose teal ;
geese, cranes, flamingoes, pelicans, ibises, herons, bitterns,
snipe are all also more or less plentiful. The crow, vulture,
and kite are ubiquitous, and the adjutant bird is occasionally
met with. Hawks of various species are found, and often
fetch high prices for sporting purposes.
Green parrots fill
the air with their screeching in the irrigated tracts, the golden
oriole sometimes flashes through the trees, and the blue jay
and woodpecker lend a frequent note of colour to the scene.
Immense flocks of rosy pastors visit the plains in the hot
season, and the maina is common everywhere in the neighbourhood of houses.
The sharp-nosed or fish-eating crocodile (glzariyii/) is found Reptiles
in all the great rivers, and the blunt-nosed crocodile or magar and fish.
(Crocotl,1f1spalustris) is also met with in the lower reaches.
The poisonous snakes are the karat't, cobra, Eckis carinata
(kappa), and, in the east of the Province, Russell's viper.
Lizards of various kinds are common. The commonest fish
are the roku (Labeo rokita) and mahseer, the latterbf which
runs up to So lb.
Locusts sometimes arrive in swarms, chiefly from the south- Insects.
west, and do considerable damage. White ants attack timber
and garnered grain, which is also much subject to injury from
weevils. Mosquitoes abound, and with sandflies combine to
make life a burden in the hot season; and house-flies swarm,
especiaJly towards the beginning and ending of winter. Scorpions and centipedes are numerous, but not much seen. The
honey-bee, hornet, and wasp are common, and the firefly's
flashing light is to be seen wherever there is irrigation.
Over the greater part of the Punjab the climate is of the Meteormost pronounced continental character, extreme summer heat ology.
alternating with great winter cold; but its diversified surface,
including montane, sub montane, and plains zones, modifies
very largely the temperature, weather, and climate in different
parts of the Province. The Punjab has accordingly been
divided into four natural divisions, in each of which the general
meteorological conditions are believed to be fairly homogeneous. These are the Him!layan (stations, Simla and Murree),
the sub-Him!layan (stations, Ambila, Ludhiana, Siilkot, and
RAwalpindi), the Indo-Gangetic Plain West (stations, Delhi
and Lahore), and the north-west dry area (stations, Khushib,
Montgomery, Multin, and Sirsa).

As a whole, the Punjab has in normal years two well-defined
rainy seasons. The first or period of the north..east monsoon
includes the 'Christmas rains,' as they are called, which fall
between the end of December and the end of February or the
middle of March. The second rainfall period is that of the
south-west monsoon, from the end of June to the middle of
September. The rainfall is naturally heaviest in the Himalayas.
The highest average received is 126 inches at Dharmsala, and
the average of the Hiinalayas is nowhere less than 36. In the
plains the rainfall decreases rapidly away from the hills. The
submontane wne, which skirts the foot of the hills, and of
which R4walpindi and Sialkot may be taken as typical stations,
has an annual fall of 30 to 40 inches. The eastern plains from
Delhi to Lahore belong to the West Gangetic plain, and have
a mean rainfall of about 24 inches, the valley of the J umna
having a higher rainfall than the rest. To the west and southc
west lies the dry area, characterized by an extremely light and
variable rainfall, and a heat and dryness in the hot season
extreme even for the Punjab. The ordinary south-west mon,
soon winds from the Sind and Kathiawlir coasts encircle, but
do not blow into this area, which therefore gets very litt1e ra~
from this source, though it occasionally receives heavy cyclonic
downpours from storms that have travelled westward from
the head of the Bay. Montgomery and Multlin are typical
stations of this tract.
The plains, owing to their arid nature and remoteness
from the sea, are subject to extreme vicissitudes of climate. In
the winter the cold exceeds anything met with elsewhere in
the plains of India. In January and February the night
temperature commonly falls below freezing-point, while by day
the thermometer does not as a rule rise above 75°; and for
four months of the year nothing can be more perfect than the
Punjab climate, with its bright sun and "keen invigorating air.
In summer, on the other hand, the fierce dry heat is surpassed
only in Sind. In June the thermometer commonly reaches
uSo to 121°, whJ.le the night temperature averages from
79° to 83°·
About the end of December the weather conditions ordinarily become disturbed; rain falls in the plains and snow on
the hills. The rainfall of this season is almost exclusively due
to cold-weather storms or cyclones, which follow each other at
varying intervals, averaging about ten days, from the end of
December to about the middle of March. Important features
of these storms are the rapid changes of weather which accoro-
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pany them. Their approach is preceded by the apptmance of
a bank of cirrus cloud, which gradually overspreads the whole
sky. Under this canopy the heat rapidly increases, more
particularly at night, and temperatures from 5° to 15° higher
than usual are registered. In the rear of the disturbance
a rapid change takes place, accompanying the clearing of the
skies and the change of wind. The thermometer. falls with
great rapidity, sharp frost on the ground is experienced, and
air temperatures of 18° or 19° are occasic;mallyrecorded at the
hill stations. This fall of temperature appears to be directly
related to the snowfall on the hills, and is proportional to the
amount of the snowfall, and to the lowness of the elevation to
which it descends. As the rainfall of this period accompanies
the march of cyclonic storms from west to east across Northern
India, it is ordinarily heaviest at the northern and Indus valley
stations, and usually diminishes to a very small amount over
the south and south-east.
The mean temperature in most parts increases fJ;omFebruary
to May at about the rate of 10° a month, and by the end of
March or beginning of April the hot season is in most years
fairly established. From April till near the end of June there
is, as a rule, no rain of importance, though occasional thunder
and hail storms afford temporary relief from the great heat.
A desiccating, scorching west wind blows during the greater
part of this period, and the thermometer ranges from about
95° in the early morning to about 115° in the heat of the day.
These westerly winds commence to drop towards the end of
June, and for a few days still, calm, sweltering heat succeeds
the scorching blasts of the hot winds. About the end of June
south and east winds bring up heavy cumulus clouds, and in
favourable years the monsoon rains-are then ushered in with
violent thunderstorms and heavy showers. The rainfall is
generally very variable and irregular in its advance, and is
ordinarily brought up by the approach to the south-east of the
Province of a cyclonic storm from the Bay of Bengal This
carries with it the moist south-east air currents from the Bay,
and at the same· time induces an inrush of moist air from the
north of the Arabian Sea across the Sind and Katrnawar coasts
and eastern and central Rijputina into the south and east
Punjab. - The rainfall of the monsoon season is seldom steady
or continuous, nor does it, as a rule, extend over the whole
Province, as in _the west and south the fall is both scanty and
uncertain. For two or three days in succession heavy, fairly
general rain may fall; but this is succeeded by intervals of

oppressively hot and sultry weather, when the rain ceases or
only falls as scattered showers. These conditions continue
with greater or less intensity till the second or third week of
September, when, with not infrequently a second outburst
of violent thunderstorms, the rains cease and fine weather
commences.
Storms and
Severe cyclonic storms are practically unknown in the
cyclones.
Punjab. Hailstorms are fairly frequent, especially in March
and April, and often cause considerable damage to the crops.
Floods.
Although the Province is traversed or bounded by seven
large rivers, it is not to any serious extent subject to inundations from them, and it is only in the comparatively narrow.
riverain belts bordering the channels of the rivers that floods
do serious harm. An exception to this generalization is,
to be found in the extreme south-west, where parts of the
Districts of Oera GMzi Khan, Muzaffargarh, and Multan, ,
bordering on the Chenab and Indus, are low enough to be
subject to frequent inundations even during the passage •.of
normal floods. Protection is afforded by the erection of dil¢s, ;, . '
but they are not always sufficiently strong to resist a heavy
spate. Nearly all the high floods of which records exist have'
occurred in July or August, when the summer monsoon is at
its height. The earliest of these was in 1849, when the town
and civil station of Shih pur were washed away by the Jhelum.
In 1856 and in 1878 the Indus rose very high, and on both
occasions the towns of Muzaffargarh and Dera Ghiti Khan
were flooded out and large portions of the Districts submerged.
In 1892, 1893, and 1905 the Chenab and the Jhelum were
heavily flooded, and in the second of these years the KoMIa
suspension bridge on the KashmIr road was' carried away.
The great Indus flood of 1878 is said to have been in part
the result of heavy Iandslips in the hills.
'
Earth.
Throughout the period over which authentic records 'of
quakes.
Indian earthquakes extend, the Punjab bas repeatedly suffered
.from the effects of seismic disturbances of greater or less
intensity. This is due to the presence of important lines of
weakness in the earth's crust, caused by the stresses involved
in the folding of the Himllayas and resulting in the development of faults. The most important of these is that known as '
the 'main boundary faUlt,' which runs through' the Lower
Himalayas from end to end of the Punjab. Along these lines
readjustments of the equilibrium of the crust are constantly
taking place, and when these readjustments are irregular or
spasmodic the movement results in an earthquake. Such

-earthquakes as are due to this cause are naturlllly most severe
in the neighbourhood of the fault. A striking exemplification
is to be found in the KAngra. earthquake of 1905. About
20,000
human beings perished in this catastrophe, which
.ranks as one of the most disastrous of modem times. The loss
of life OCCUlTedprincipally in the Kingra valley, Dharmdla,
Mandl, and Kull1, hut the shOCk was perceptible to the
unaided sense throughout an area of some 1,625,000 square
miles.
Although this most recent catastrophe dwarfs all
-earthquakes previously recorded in the Province, those of
18°3, 1827, 1842, and 1865 were of considerable severity.
The Punjab was undoubtedly the seat of the earliest Aryan History.
settlements in India, and the Rig-Veda was probably composed ;:~
within its borders. In one of its finest hymns the Vipasa
(Beas) and Sutudrl (Sutlej) are invoked by the sage Visvlmitra
to allow the host of the Bharatas to cross them dryshod. .And
in the later Vedic period the centre of Aryan civilization lay
farther· to the south-east, between the Sutlej and the Jumna,
in the still sacred land of KURUKSHETRA round Thinesar, the
battle-field of the Mahabharata, while Indrapat near Delhi still
preserves at least the name of Yudbishthira's capital, Indraprastha. For a brief period after 500 B.C. Part of the Punjab
may have formed a Persian province, the Indian satrapy
conquered by Darius, which stretched from KAl4bagh to the
sea, and paid a tribute of fully a million sterling.
In invading the territories east of the Indus Alexander Alexander.
yielded to mere lust of conquest, for they no longer owed
allegiance to the Persian empire. .In 326 B.c. he crossed
the river at Ohind or Und, invading thereby a dependency of Porus (Paurava), whose kingdom lay in the Chaj
Dalb.
The capital of.this dependency was Taxila (Sanskrit, TakshasilA), now the ruins of Shihdberi, but then a
great and ftourishing city, which lay three marches from the
Indus. Its governor, Omphis (Ambhi) or Taxiles, was in revolt against Porus, and received the Macedonians hospitably.
Leaving Philippus as satrap at Taxila, Alexander, reinforced
by 5,000 Indians under Taxiles, marched to the Jhelum
(Hydaspes), where he found Porus prepared to dispute his
passage of the river, probably near Jhelum town. Alexander,
however, turned his enemy's right flank by crossing higher up,
and defeated him with great loss. Porus himself was captured,
but soon admitted to alliance with the Macedonians and
granted the country between the upper reaches of the Jhelum
and Chenab (Bhimbar and Rajauri). His nephew, also named
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